Ancient Egypt, Kush, and Israel
Geography Challenge

Additional Directions

1. Label all required parts in black extra fine Sharpie

2. Use a yellow colored pencil (yellow only) to "highlight" your handwritten labels.

3. Color code the 3 areas in the Map Key (3 separate colors – NOT BLUE or GREEN). Be sure to draw over the line representing the border of Israel in color in both the key and on the map.

4. Circle or square off the labels (names) already printed on the map, the compass rose, the map scale, and the map key and color around the labels (do not color over the words).

5. Outline the outskirts of land in green

6. Lightly color in all land in green (be sure not to color over the circled labels).

7. Outline the outskirts of all bodies of water in blue.

8. Lightly color in all water in blue (be sure not to color over the circled labels).

9. In your neatest writing (black ink), write your first and last name on the bottom right hand side

10. Use colored pencils only for filling in the map. Color the land and sea last.